
KV NDA Half yearly Exam 2018 
Subject :English          Answer key 

 Class VIII 
Section A 

Q1) 1)Japanese word in Jitsu                                          (6+ 2 = 8 marks) 
2)by bodily movements, balance and Power of arms 
3)700 
4)Self Protection 
5)In Olympic games only six Players from acountru can Participate 
6)weight group 
7) i) resembles 
ii) overpowered 
Q2) a)   invention of computers     ( 12 marks) 
b)extremely complicated work in all branches of learning . it can solve most complex mathematical 
Problems or Put thousands of unrelated facts in order                                              2 marks 
c )the whole Process by which machines can be used to work for us has been called ‘automation’. 
d)  as they need detailed instruction from human beings to operate. 
e) This will enable People who do not share a common language to talk to each other without any 
difficulty or to read foreign publications. 
f) that computers would be developed which would be small enough to carry in the pocket. 
g) People going on holiday could be informed about weather conditions/car drivers can be given 
alternative routes when there are traffic jams 
h)    tiny,     ordinary                                                                                                         (4 marks) 
i) a) obtain      b)capable 
 
Q 3) Writing  (letter  to the editor) 
Q3 format -2 
Content -3 
Accuracy- 3 
Q 4)  Composition 
Content-2         Accuracy-2     expression- 2 
 
Q 5) STORY WRITING   Title & Moral -2 
                                         Content-/expression -2 
                                         Accuracy    -    3 
Q. 6) Jumbled  words  - Meaningful statements:-  
Q 6) a) Coconut tree is considered as auspicious in the most Parts of India. 
      b ) It is called the green gold in south India 
      c)    It is a tall tree with a straight, thick and circular trunk. 
Q 7)  Reported Speech 

a) his men were taking away the entire crop. 
b) He would be back before dinner. 
c) He really wanted it. 

Q 8 ) Editing 
  Error  Answer 
A The  a 
B a  an 



C he  they 
D by  with/from 
                                                                           LITERATURE  
Q10) Poetic extract        1X3=3 MARKS 
A   ’the duck and the kangaroo     - poet - Edward Lear 
B  the kangaroo said to the duck 
C  they decided to go on a pale moonlit night 
Q11  Textual  Extract     1X3=3 MARKS 
A The Summit within 
B The writer left a picture of Guru Nanak on the Mount Everest 
C As a mark of reverence 
 
Q12       SAQ                                2X6 = 12 MARKS  
a) the doc was killed by penny to draw out poision from its heart and liver when he was bitten by a rattle 
snake.In this way the dog saved jody’s life. 
b) Penny Baxter allowed Jody to go and find the fawn and raise it because he was convinced by Jody’s 
argument that it would be ungrateful if they left the fawn in the forest to starve. 
C) the cricket went to the ant and begged fo a little food as he was hungry. No, the ant did not help him. 
d) Chunilal had been at school with Bepin babu. He had been passing through financial trouble these 
days. that’s why he had been coming to chunilal about a job. 
e) the dogs refused to go to the beach for their daily runs as they could sense the unusual happening. 
F) it is land and water that attracted man 
 
Q13 (any four)  SAQ      2X4 =8 MARKS 
A ) the king had a Peculiar habit that instea of receiving gifts on his birthday,he use to give return gifts. 
B) Mrs gupta’s advice to Hafeez contractor was to become an architect on growing up. She was quiet 
impressed with his perfect sketches at that time. 
C) the poor children have nowhere to play because they have no other place to play except the Selfish 
Giant’s garden. He didn’t allow them to play inside his garden. 
D) Velu didn’t want to work as a rag- picker because he hadn’t come to Chennai to dig through garbage. 
He was a boy of self respect. 
C) the camel lived in the middle of the desert because he was lazy and  did not want to work. He ate the 
sticks Provided by the desert. 
Q14) a) Indians were given Pittance and slow Provocations in govt jobs. 
b)they took heavy tax from the farmers which survived there 
c) they snatched the living down of old rulers. 
d) they cut the thumbs of expect artisans and imported British goods without import duty of india. 

Or 
Day          Time 
Date 
Dear diary 
Feeling relieved found a new lease of life-now able to understand your anger for not getting help 
expected from me_No doctor on earth can do what you have done for me_realised my mistake-regret-
will do my best to find a suitable job-do come to me thisweekend. Sort out some solution. 
Bepin. 
============================================================================ 
 


